
 

May 2017 Program Status 

Quick Project Review / Recap: 

The “Target Pediatric AML” (TpAML) project is the largest, most comprehensive and methodical disease biology 

study ever conducted in pediatric cancer, and in acute myeloid leukemia. It is also the COG’s “highest potential, 

greatest need” AML-related research project. This focused discovery effort is sorely needed due to the complexity 

and diversity of this challenging disease, which remains one of the poorest prognosis childhood cancers. It will 

leverage large-scale, deep, omic sequencing of 1000 banked patient samples (“big data” generation and analysis) 

to, for the first time, fully define the landscape of pediatric AML (defined as ages 0-35) -- identifying new 

subtypes, drivers, enablers, unique identifiers (biomarkers) and vulnerabilities. This process will uncover new 

therapeutic targets, which will be mapped to all existing and emerging targeted agents, resulting in a much-

needed, expanded treatment arsenal. As an example of the power of this approach, one new, recently identified 

target has uncovered 6 potential therapies. TpAML also seeks to provide clinical genomic testing to all active 

pediatric AML patients to identify existing, novel drugs (including those designed to treat other diseases) that 

could benefit young patients, right now, as well as provide insight into treatment responses. 

This $8.7 million, strategic discovery effort is divided into 2 major activities designed to IMPROVE OUTCOMES and 

REDUCE TREATMENT-RELATED TOXICITIES by accelerating access to more targeted, personalized medicine: 

1) Identify & Validate New Therapeutic Targets to EXPAND PRECISION TREATMENT ARSENAL 

 Key steps (in this order): RNA Sequencing, DNA sequencing (cancer vs. normal), methylation studies of 

 1000 banked patient samples – each generated data set will undergo manipulation/analysis to discover 

 patterns and potential targets that will be validated in the lab. New AML subtypes will also be identified. 

 Cost: $5.95 million 

 Expected outcomes: Comprehensive list of validated, therapeutic targets which will uncover: 

- Existing targeted drugs/biologics that can be used “as is” or slightly modified, but repurposed to treat 

pediatric AML 

- Emerging therapies that can be programmed/applied to hit newly identified targets (T-cells, antibody 

therapies, gene editing, etc.) 

- Spawning of numerous clinical trials to test newly discovered agents 

- Largest-ever, publicly accessible, pediatric AML genomic data set available for worldwide study 

 

2) (Clinical) Genomic Sequencing of Active Patients to JUMPSTART PERSONALIZED THERAPY 

 Key steps: Sequence the cancer genomes of all active/consenting pediatric AML and biphenotypic 

 leukemia patients treated on COG trials/protocols for 2 years. 

 Cost: $2.75 million ($2,500 per patient) 

 Expected outcomes: 

- Discovery of actionable mutations and novel drugs/trials that can help sick kids, right now 

- Insight into why one patient responded to a drug while another did not (informs research) 

- Enabling more precise, molecular-level disease diagnostics/monitoring, incl. remission status and 

early relapse detection (much more sensitive/accurate than today’s FISH and flow cytometry tests) 

- Insurance/payer coverage of genomic testing as “standard-of-care” (demonstrated value) 



Fundraising / “Funds Pooling” Headlines:  

▪ $1.4M (USD) has been raised/committed to date since receipt of the first gift in July 2016 from B+ 

Foundation (in dedicated fund accounts at COG, Fred Hutch, and British Columbia Cancer 

Agency/BCCA – our deep sequencing provider). 
▪ $1.78M in outstanding proposals (in review), for a $3.19M total funding pipeline (potential gifts). 
▪ Thank you to our funding partners of all sizes (see below) – every gift counts and drives momentum! 
▪ TpAML Canada has started, with a $400K (Canadian, $300K USD) match available on all Canadian 

gifts (thru BCCA). 
▪ Leukemia & Lymphoma Society seriously considering a major pediatric leukemia initiative. TpAML 

team plans to meet with new LLS CMO in ~6-8 weeks. Dr. Meshinchi was chosen to present top 

pediatric AML priorities to LLS a few months ago for inclusion in this new initiative. 
▪ St. Jude/ALSAC & St. Baldrick’s has been made aware of this effort at executive levels – we will 

continue to engage and update these and other large foundations/organizations. 
▪ Visiting with CureSearch CEO soon (she has accepted a meeting). 
▪ TpAML will be presented at CAC2 (Coalition Against Childhood Cancer) summit in late June 

(numerous foundations attending – CAC2 has over 100 member organizations). 
▪ All past COG AML donors are being proactively contacted (thank you, Dan Woods of COG). 

                     

  

http://www.bcgsc.ca/about
https://cac2.org/about-us/


Scientific Progress:  

The NCI-funded* TARGET project (sequencing & analysis of 200 pediatric AML patient samples) has enabled the 

following past/recent discoveries (with work ongoing via TpAML and other grants): 

✓ Discovery that AML is a different disease in young people ages 0-35, discounting the current “trickle-

down” practice of developing and testing new AML therapies in seniors and the assumption that these 

therapies can/will work for younger patients.    

✓ Identification of new mutations and translocations (some actionable) seen only in young people. 

✓ Identification of new FLT-3 mutations that can broaden use of FLT-3 inhibitors, like sorafenib, to more 

patients. 

✓ Identification of new prognostic biomarkers and risk stratification data – new risk stratification schema 

to be incorporated into next phase 3 trial (impacts treatment approach, aggressiveness). 

✓ Discovery of mesothelin as a new therapeutic target (maps to six different potential therapies that have 

the potential to benefit some of the poorer prognosis AML patients). Mesothelin is expressed in 30-40% 

of all pediatric AML patients, so this is an exciting new target that can be potentially exploited by multiple 

agents. 

✓ Identification of the CSF3R mutations as a novel target – dasatinib and ruxolitinib as potential targeted 

agents. 

*Early AML biology studies also supported by grants from St. Baldrick’s, Hyundai Hope on Wheels, and Alex’s Lemonade Stand 

The Target Pediatric Initiative, which builds on the TARGET project significantly, has funded/accomplished the 

following to date since receipt of its first gift in July 2016: 

✓ Large-scale RNA sequencing (target discovery) has STARTED at BCCA Vancouver – this is the most 

immediately impactful, highest priority data generation/analysis of target discovery. 
✓ Full-time computational biologist hired to mine both old NCI-funded TARGET data and newly 

generated sequencing data. 
✓ Precision disease monitoring capability in pilot/early development (detection of 1 in a million cells 

vs. 1 in 10,000 currently provided by flow cytometry); has been used in a small number of children – 3 

new monitoring assays have been developed and made available. 
✓ Clinical sequencing will start soon (Nebraska, Seattle Children’s). 
✓ Extremely competitive sequencing rates negotiated F1H (clinical) and BCCA (deep sequencing). 

Sequencing rates expected to fall this year at BCCA with purchase of updated sequencers. 
✓ Other potentially actionable targets recently discovered: 

• CCNA1 (modified T-cell/TCR in progress) 

• PRAME – in negotiations with Bellicum Pharmaceuticals for pediatric trial with PRAME TCR 

• NTRK1 (seen in high-risk infants, terrible prognosis, also expressed in brain tumors, 2 drugs exist, 

including a skin cancer drug) – Also ideal target for CAR T cells 

• SPAG6 & Other cancer/testis antigens as potential therapeutic targets 

 

Focus Areas & Next Steps: 

(continued next page) 

 

 

 

 

https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/target/acute-myeloid-leukemia
http://www.bcgsc.ca/about
https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/target/acute-myeloid-leukemia
http://foundationone.com/learn.php


Focus Areas & Next Steps: 

 
Fundraising: 

- NEED: Recruit additional hands-on volunteers to help accelerate fundraising/funds-pooling efforts – 

need help with easy research tasks and spreading the word 

- Work to successfully close outstanding proposals in the pipeline 

- Stay engaged (and begin new conversations) with large foundations like LLS, St. Jude, Alex’s 

Lemonade Stand, CureSearch and more, and possibly key government contacts 

- NEED: Mine/research new potential collaborators, proactively contact to consider joining this 

initiative 

- Maximize COG contacts (help from Woods, Kolb), contacting both past donors and COG AML 

docs/researchers for potential collaborators/contacts (as they are comfortable doing so) 

- Build/launch TpAML website prior to CAC2 in late June 

- Maximize CAC2 summit in June (make new contacts) 

- Accelerate social media cadence/updates to engage more families 

Research: 

- Continue large-scale (deep omic) RNA sequencing and analysis tasks with BCCA 

- Continue target discovery and validation efforts to identify new therapeutic agents from existing/new 

data sets 

- Coordinate/begin clinical trials of new agents identified via recent target discovery 


